ULTRA BUFFING SYSTEM
ULTRA POLISH
DESCRIPTION:
Ultra Polish works best when machine-applied. This cleaner/polish removes minor surface imperfections
and oxidation from new or aged automotive paint. With no waxes, scratch-fillers or silicones that hide
defects, Ultra Polish creates an extremely high gloss finish that won’t wash away. Ultra Polish works best
after compounding.

DIRECTIONS:
1. Make sure that the surface is clean, cool and dry.
2. Shake product well and apply a 1” (25 mm) dab for a 2’x 2’ (.6m x .6m) area.
3. Buff at 1400 to 2000 rpm with wool or 1200 to 1800 rpm with foam, depending on surface softness. Apply
even pressure.
4. Buff front to back and side to side allowing Ultra Polish to flash off and create a high gloss shine.
5. Always ensure finishing strokes are front to back.
6. If product dries too quickly, mist with Spray ‘N Shine™ or water.

FEATURES & BENEFITS
Dependable polish





Contains no fillers, waxes or silicones 
VOC Compliant


East to work with formula

Cleans and removes minor surface imperfections & oxidation
Leaves no hard-to-remove residue
Produces a beautiful smooth, high-gloss finish
Leaves deep, high-gloss finish
Eco-friendly
Compliant with VOC regulations

RECOMMENDED PAD:
Presta’s Green Wool Buffing Pad
PACKAGE SIZES:
32 Fluid Ounce Quart Bottles
1 Gallon Containers

Part #133532
Part #133501

PRODUCT FAQ’S:
Q1: Is Ultra Polish body shop safe?
A1: Ultra Polish contains not silicone, wax, or fillers.
Q2: Will Ultra Polish remove sand scratches?
A2: The product is not designed to remove sand scratches but could possibly remove P3000 or P5000 on
softer glamour clear coats and gel coats.
Q3: Should Ultra Polish be followed with a swirl remover?
A3: If the product is used on a lighter color then it is possible that swirl remover may not be needed but if
the product is used on darker colors it must be followed by swirl remover to create the optimal finish.
Q4: How do I know what pad to use with Ultra Polish?
A4: Presta products have a color coded banner behind the Presta logo on each bottle that matches the color
of the buffing pad that should be chosen for use.
Q5: Should Ultra Polish be used with a wool or foam pad?
A5: Ultra Polish can be used with either and is technician preference.

